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Substituent effects on the potential energy surfaces of X2GedSe (X) H, F, Cl, Br, and CH3) were investigated
by density functional theory and CCSD(T) methods. The theoretical findings suggest that both thermodynamic
and kinetic stabilities of germaneselones are strongly dependent on the substituents, pointing to F2GedSe as
a good candidate for experimental detection.

The existence of molecules containing a double bond between
germanium and chalcogen1 shows that the customary rule,
according to which thermally stable compounds with multiple
bonds would occur only for elements of the second period, must
be loosened.2 In fact, over the last fifteen years, our knowledge
of molecular species exhibiting multiple bonds to germanium
has expanded greatly due to both experimental progress and
improvements in theoretical methods. Above all, kinetic stabi-
lization by bulky substituents at both sides of GedGe3 and Ged
C4 linkages has enabled experiments to synthesize and isolate
numerous compounds that are thermally stable up to, and even
above, room temperature and possess “formally” double-bonded
germanium atoms. However, compounds containing germanium-
chalcogen double bonds (GedCh; Ch ) O,5 S,6 Te,7 etc.)
provide only the germanium site to accommodate bulky
substituents, and hence their oligomerization cannot be effici-
ently prevented. It is therefore not surprising that the first
kinetically stabilized germaneselones (Tbt(Tip)GedSe and
Tbt(Dis)GedSe) that are stable at ambient temperature were
synthesized only recently.8

Indeed, monomeric germaneselones with trigonal planar
geometry at germanium are kinetically unstable due to their lack
of stabilization by bulky substituents. Although these species
have been frequently postulated as intermediates, only very few
of these short-lived intermediates have been detected experi-
mentally.9 Nevertheless, it seems intuitive that the presence of
very bulky alkyl substituents in germaneselones may easily
convert the double bond into the divalent species. With this
notion in mind, it is important to consider the possibility of
stabilizing this moiety with some small substituents. From a
theoretical point of view, the simplest approach is to investigate
single polar substituents, such as halogens. Fluorine is a
particularly appealing candidate because of the strength of the
Ge-F bonds. In the present work, the effect of dihalogen
substitution on the relative stabilities of germaneselones is
therefore investigated. Dimethyl substitution is also considered
in this work for the sake of steric effects.

There are two goals of this study: first, to predict systems
where X2GedSe is more stable than the isomeric XGe-SeX
and where relatively large barriers separate the two isomers;
second, to predict trends in their molecular geometries and

properties on substitution with progressively heavier atoms
(F, Cl, Br) down the periodic table. Quantum mechanical
methods can provide helpful information with regard to stability
and structure of these types of molecules.10 The only report of
calculations on parent germaneselones has predicted the stability
order for H2GedSe,trans-HGeSeH, andcis-HGeSeH.11 Com-
putations on germaneselones with various substituents on
germanium are nonexistent. In an attempt to characterize the
structure and stability of germanium-selenium doubly bonded
and divalent species, we shall present extensive and systematic
theoretical calculations on the series X2GedSe, XGeSeX (X)
F, Cl, Br, CH3), and transitions states (TS) connecting them
(see eq 1 in Table 1). We shall provide accurate molecular
parameters and spectroscopy data which may guide experimental
studies on these species. As a consequence of this study,
analogous research of germanium-selenium multiple bond
compounds should soon be forthcoming and will open up new
synthetic areas.

All geometries were fully optimized with the nonlocal hybrid
density functional method at the B3LYP level.12 The reason
for using the B3LYP method is that it has been shown to be
quite reliable both for geometries and energetics.13 The
6-311++G(d,p) basis set has been used for Ge, Se, F, Cl, Br,
C, and H (denoted B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)).14 The geometries
were first optimized using the DFT models described above.
For comparison, as suggested by one referee, structures for the
germaneselone series were also optimized at the MP2(FC)/
6-311++G(d,p) level. The harmonic vibrational frequencies
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TABLE 1: Geometrical Parameters of Structures for Eq 1
at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) and MP2(FC)/6-311++G(d,p)
(in parentheses) Levels of Theory (Distances in Å, Angles in
Degrees)
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were then calculated at the same level of theory to confirm the
nature of the stationary points. For all species, single-point
calculations were made at the CCSD(T)15 level using the
6-311++G(df,p) basis set. Unless otherwise noted, relative
energies given in the text are those determined at CCSD(T)/6-
311++G(df,p)//B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) (hereafter designed
CCSD(T)) and include vibrational zero-point energy (ZPE,
without scale) corrections determined at B3LYP/6-311++G-
(d,p). All calculations were carried out on the IBM computers
at the National Center for High-Performance Computing, with
the GAUSSIAN98 programs.16

The geometries of the critical structures in the present
calculations at the B3LYP and MP2 levels of theory are shown
in Table 1 (the MP2 values are in parentheses). The relative
reaction energies for the isomerization reactions obtained at the
same level of theory are collected in Scheme 1. Of course, the
experimental geometries for the stationary points of the isomer-
ization of X2GedSe to XGe-SeX are not available and it is
hard to determine the accuracy of stationary point geometries
generated by computational methods. Nevertheless, the predic-
tion of geometric parameters seems to be consistent with
changing the theory level of both ab initio and DFT methods.
Moreover, as can be seen in Scheme 1, the trends for both
B3LYP and MP2 results are qualitatively the same. Besides
these, all we concern in this work is to find out the key factors
that can greatly stabilize the germaneselone species. Thus, unless
otherwise noted, we shall use only the B3LYP and CCSD(T)
results in the following discussion for the sake of convenience.
The calculated vibrational frequencies, rotational constants,
dipole moments, and net atomic charges of substituted ger-
maneselones, X2GedSe, and their derivatives are collected in
Table S1 of the Supporting Information. There are four
important conclusions from these results to which attention
should be drawn.

(1) Our B3LYP results suggest that the GedSe bond length
of the X2GedSe species varies inversely with the electronega-
tivity of the substituent X. For instance, the GedSe bond length
increases along the series F (2.152 Å)< Cl (2.160 Å) < Br
(2.166 Å) < CH3 (2.183 Å). This effect on the GedSe bond
distance in the germaneselones can be explained in terms of
the bond polarity. The GedSe double bond is polarized, so that
the Ge atom is positively charged and the Se atom carries a
negative charge (i.e., Geδ+dSeδ-). The electron-withdrawing

substituents, in particular F, increase the positive charge at the
germanium (see Table S1) and thus increase the ionic character
of the GedSe bond as well. As a consequence, the more
electronegative the substituent X attached to germanium, the
shorter the GedSe double bond becomes. The opposite is true
for the XGe-SeX species, where electron-withdrawing sub-
stituents reduce the polarization and thus lengthen the Ge-Se
single bond (see below). Similarly, the increasing∠XGeX bond
angle in germaneselones is due to the steric effects of substituent
X. Namely, since the size of the substituent X is in the order F
< Cl < Br < CH3, the∠XGeX bond angle for the X2GedSe
species increases in the order F (99.24°) < Cl (104.1°) < Br
(106.0°) < CH3 (111.1°). On the other hand, our DFT
calculations show that halogen substitution results in a longer
Ge-Se single bond, which decreases in the order F (2.415 Å)
> Cl (2.401 Å)> Br (2.395 Å)> CH3 (2.368 Å). Consequently,
if bond energy-bond length relationships are valid, it appears
that fluorine substitution strengthens the GedSe bond, with
substitution at Ge having a greater effect (vide infra).

(2) As Scheme 1 shows, the most striking result reported in
this work is that the relative stabilities of X2GedSe and XGe-
SeX are dramatically reversed when two hydrogens are replaced
by two halogens. In particular, germaneselones containing more
electronegative substituents are considerably more stable. This
situation may lead to a larger activation energy (∆E1

q) and a
larger enthalpy (∆H) for the unimolecular rearrangement (left
to right in eq 1), but also the lower the heat (∆E2

q) of reverse
reaction (right to left in eq 1). For instance, at the CCSD(T)
level of theory, since the electron-withdrawing ability is in the
order F> Cl > Br,17 the barrier height (∆E1

q) for the X2Ged
Se f XGe-SeX reaction decreases in the order F (53 kcal/
mol) > Cl (51 kcal/mol)> Br (49 kcal/mol), while the activation
energy (∆E2

q) for the XGe-SeXf X2GedSe process increases
in the order F (21 kcal/mol)< Cl (27 kcal/mol)< Br (37 kcal/
mol). Similarly, the order of reaction enthalpy (∆H) follows
the same trend as that of the forward activation barrier (∆E1

q):
F (32 kcal/mol)> Cl (24 kcal/mol) > Br (12 kcal/mol). In
consequence, our theoretical results suggest that the more
electronegative the halogen, the more stable the germaneselone
(X2GedSe).

(3) The effect of dihalogen substitution is quite encouraging
(in particular for fluorine) since it strongly stabilizes double
bond (X2GedSe) relative to single bond (XGe-SeX).18 For
instance, in the case of monofluorine substitution,19 HFGedSe
was found to be more stable than HGe-SeF, but less stable
than FGe-SeH. These effects of dihalogen substitution are
explained most probably in terms of the strength of Ge-X vs
Se-X bonds. For example, according to the experimental
studies, bond dissociation energies (in kcal/mol) are as fol-
lows: Ge-F ) 116 ( 5, Se-F ) 82 ( 20; Ge-Cl ) 103,
Se-Cl ) 77; Ge-Br ) 71 ( 7, Se-Br ) 61 ( 20; Ge-H <
77, Se-H ) 75; Ge-C ) 110, Se-C ) 141.20 From these
data, it is readily seen that very strong germanium-halogen
bond can enhance the large preference of X2GedSe over XGe-
SeX. In addition, as discussed in point (1), it was predicted that
halogen substitution causes the shortening of the germanium-
selenium double bond lengths. Again, this provides strong
evidence for the fact that dihalogen substitution strengthens the
GedSe double bond, as far as bond energy-bond distance
relationships are valid. This, in turn, would reinforce relative
stability of X2GedSe relative to XGe-SeX.

(4) It must be emphasized that Me2GedSe is now calculated
to be 13 kcal/mol more stable than MeGe-SeMe at the CCSD-
(T) level of theory. This is very unusual, since bulky substituents
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are expected to destabilize X2GedSe relative to XGe-SeX, due
to the steric effects. Moreover, the barrier height for the Me2-
GedSe f MeGe-SeMe reaction is sizable (59 kcal/mol at
CCSD(T)). Likewise, the reverse activation barrier (MeGe-
SeMef Me2GedSe) is large (46 kcal/mol) as well. All of these
results indicate that Me2GedSe will have both thermodynamic
and kinetic stabilities for such a migration reaction.

In summary, our theoretical calculations suggest a possibly
promising strategy for the synthesis of a relatively stable
germaneselone based on the high energy of the divalent species
XGe-SeX and the low barrier for its rearrangement. Given the
importance of the presence of the electronic effect on the
germaneselone species, it is therefore predicted that either highly
electronegative or bulky substitutions should greatly stabilize
germaneselones X2GedSe, with respect to XGe-SeX, from
both a thermodynamic and a kinetic viewpoint. As such, one
may then foresee that dihalogen-substituted and bulky substi-
tuted germaneselones would be good candidates for experimen-
tal observation. In other words, the detection of such species
as a monomer should be achieved in either the low-pressure
gas phase (e.g. as low as 10-4 Torr) or in cryogenic matrixes.

This work paves the way to the chemistry of unstabilized
germaneselones.
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